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AC 2022 Member Resource Guide
I want to welcome you to the 2022 Holston Annual Conference. It has been
three years since we gathered at Lake Junaluska. A lot has changed in that
time. For many of you, especially lay members, this may be your first time at
annual conference and at Lake Junaluska.
What you have before you is a document designed to share some additional
information and to help guide you through some of the elements of the annual
conference that might not be familiar to you.
You are encouraged to read through this document and you might want to
bring either a printed or an electronic version of this document with you to the
annual conference. You might think of this a form of pre-conference briefing. It
doesn’t focus so much on the things to be covered as much as it does on the
way things flow and move.
I look forward to getting together with all of you and I pray that this event will
help you better understand the work of the annual conference and your role in
that greater ministry.
A Fellow Servant of Christ,
Rev. Terry Goodman
Secretary, Holston Annual Conference
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What to Do When You Arrive
Check In Process for Name Badges
There are some changes to the check in process this year. In years past
you would go to the Bethea Welcome Center and get in line for your room
and then to to the room to the right of the check in desk to register your
attendance and pick up your name badge. This year, with the change in
lodging check in procedures, we have also had to alter the registration and
name badge procedures.
Here are the things to consider:
Registration/Name Badge check in times
Sunday: 1:30-5:30 pm - Bethea Welcome Center
Monday& Tuesday: 8:00-5:00 pm: Harrell Center room 102
On Sunday, you will go to the Gaines Auditorium in the Bethea Welcome
Center. (Look for directional signs.) You will enter —not through the main
lobby—but through an exterior side door to the right of the main lobby.
Once inside this room, you should then proceed to the table for your
district. At that table the administrative assistant from your district will sign
you in and provide you with your name badge.
Please note that you will need this name badge in order to vote at the
annual conference sessions. Clergy should get name badges prior to
coming to the Clergy Session, (if possible). Everyone will need their name
badge at the Monday morning opening session.
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If you are an alternate lay member taking the place of the elected primary
lay member, then you will proceed to your district and identify yourself as
the alternate. The administrative assistant will check to make sure that the
primary delegate has not registered and, will issue you a name badge. If the
primary delegate has registered, it means that you cannot be an alternate
since the primary delegate is already present and representing the charge.
In such a case, you would not be issued a name badge and could not vote
at the annual conference.
It is important for both Lay Members and Clergy to wear their name
badges to each session of the annual conference. In the event that a ballot
vote is needed, the tellers will not issue a ballot to a person that does not
have the appropriate name badge.
Check in at Lake Junaluska Lodging
This year we have been told that there will be a strict 4:00 pm check in
time for Lake Junaluska Lodging. There was a large group on site that
checked out on Sunday morning. That means that the staff have a lot of
rooms to turn over and prepare for our arrival. So, while you might get there
earlier in the day to check in to get your name tag, you will not be able to
get into your rooms until at least 4:00 pm.
I would suggest that Lay Members come early and go to Lay Member
Session at 4:00 pm in Stuart Auditorium. That would allow clergy to check
into lodging at 4:00 pm. When the Lay Member Session ends (around 5:00
pm) the Lay Members could then go to Lodging and check in while the
clergy attend the Clergy Session. That sounds so great on paper! I pray
that it can go that smoothly on June 5th!
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The Lay Members to Annual
Conference Information Session
4:00 pm - Stuart Auditorium
Since it has been three years since we met at Lake Junaluska there is a
very good chance that this is a first time event for some of the Lay
Members of the Annual Conference. Therefore, all Lay Members are asked
to gather promptly at 4:00 pm in the Stuart Auditorium so that information
can be shared by the Lay Leadership team of the Annual Conference. This
will be especially important for all first time Lay Members to attend.
During the session instructions on the flow of annual conference will be
given and there should be a time for questions to the Lay Leadership Team.
Upon completion of the session, you will be asked to leave the Auditorium
so that the clergy may enter and begin their session at 5:00 pm. If you want
to talk with some new found friends or some old friends you haven’t seen in
a while, please do so outside once you exit Stuart. We are on a very tight
schedule and the Clergy Session will need to start promptly at 5:00 pm.
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The Clergy Session of the
Annual Conference
5:00 pm - Stuart Auditorium
Each year, the Clergy Session allows the clergy of the annual conference to
gather to conduct the Business of the Annual Conference in relation to changes in
clergy status over the previous year. All pastors are invited to attend, but only
those in Full Connection are allowed to cast votes at the Clergy Session.
The Business of the Annual Conference is that long and detailed list of numbered
items that contains the names of clergy that fall within the parameters of each of
the numbered sections. Many of these numbered sections require either a
majority, 2/3, or 3/4 vote from the Clergy Session. This is the official record of our
annual conference and is reported in the Journal each year. It becomes the history
of those men and women we have elected and transferred and retired and
commissioned and ordained…you get the picture…its the record of all things
related to the life of clergy and their service within the annual conference. While
those votes may seem monotonous, they are very important in what they do.
This year we have a change in the numbering system (thank you GCFA!) and
some things have been moved around, added, and/or deleted so things may be a
little more disjointed than normal, but we hope to make this as efficient a meeting
as is possible.
As you enter Stuart Auditorium, you should make sure to get a printed copy of the
Business of the Annual Conference (BAC’s). This will be your guide to what and
who we are considering and voting upon. The Reverend Mickey Rainwater, Chair
of the Board of Ordained Ministry, will lead us through the necessary sections and
Bishop Wallace-Padgett will conduct the required vote on each section.
Since this is Bishop Wallace-Padgett’s first year with Holston, we anticipate that
she will also share a few words with us.
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Annual Conference
Overview

Service of Ordination and
Commissioning
One of the highlights of an annual conference is the Service of Ordination
and Commissioning. During this service, those persons, voted into Full
Connection membership in the Annual Conference by the Clergy Session
are ordained as Deacons and Elders. Likewise, those persons voted into
Provisional Membership by the clergy session are commissioned as
Provisional Deacons and Elders. For those being ordained it is the
culmination of many years of learning and service. For those being
commissioned it is the final step prior to ordination.
In addition to those being commissioned and ordained, we also want to
recognize that there are persons at other levels of ministry which also need
to be recognized. We will recognized those persons that have moved from
local pastor to Associate Member. We will also recognize those persons that
were licensed as a local pastor for the first time this year. We also want to
continue our recognition of some lay persons that are being commissioned
as a deaconness.
Please note: For the last several years, this service has occurred at the
close of annual conference. This year, it will be the kick-off to our annual
conference and will begin on Sunday night at 7:45 pm. Please note the odd
start time. As said elsewhere there is a lot happening on Sunday and to get
all the preliminaries completed, we are starting at 7:45 pm with this
important worship service.
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Annual Conference Mission
Offering
This year the annual conference mission offering will go to support the
partnership with our Brothers and Sisters of South Sudan. If you regularly
attend the annual conference, you will know the story of our more than a
decade of mission to the church in South Sudan. We developed a vibrant
ministry infrastructure and one of our own, the Rev. Fred Dearing was
appointed as a District Superintendent to the churches of the region.
However, in recent years, civil unrest has forced the inhabitants to flee into
refugee camps in Uganda.
Some might have thought this was the end of the ministries we supported.
In fact, it was just a way for those South Sudanese clergy and lay persons
to find new avenues of service and ministry. Our offering this year goes to
assist them in their ongoing ministry initiatives.
During the Mission Service on Monday night, you will be given an
opportunity to give to this special mission offering. Churches should have
received a special envelope and, hopefully, lay members have brought that
offering to be shared during this special time of worship.
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Annual Conference
Preachers/Teachers
Bishop James Swanson
We are happy to have the Bishop James Swanson return to the Holston
Annual Conference. Bishop Swanson was our episcopal leader from 20042012 and was known for his dynamic sermons. He is currently the Bishop of
the Mississippi Conference of The United Methodist Church.
He will be preaching on Monday night (7:00 pm) during our Mission
Celebration and will also be preaching on Tuesday night (7:00 pm) during
our evening worship celebration that will focus on our annual conference
theme of Pray Together.
Rev. Tom Albin
We are happy to welcome to Lake Junaluska the Rev. Tom Albin to lead us
in the 8:30 am teaching time on Monday and Tuesday.
Rev. Albin is the Dean of The Upper Room Chapel in Nashville, Tennessee,
since 1999. The Upper Room, a global ministry of prayer and spiritual
formation, is a part of UMC Discipleship Ministries. Prior to this, he was a
faculty member at Boston University School of Theology and the University
of Dubuque Theological Seminary.
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An ordained elder in the Oklahoma Conference, Rev. Albin provides spiritual
leadership, teaching, and guidance for clergy and laity in various settings,
across the church. Since 2013, Tom has guided The Upper Room team
working with the United Christian Ashram movement. Last year, he led 16
different spiritual renewal events in India, Canada, and the USA.
At the invitation of the General Conference Host Committee in 2012, Rev.
Albin served as the co-chair of the Prayer Ministry Team—a role he
accepted again for 2016 in Portland.
The Rev. Sarah Varnell Preaching at Memorial Service
This year, we welcome one of our own, the Rev. Sarah Varnell to lead us via
proclamation of God’s Word during our Memorial Service on Monday (2:00
pm.) The Rev. Varnell is an ordained elder in the annual conference and
currently serves as the pastor of Trinity United Methodist Church located in
Greenville, Tennessee
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Annual Conference Theme
Annual Conference Theme: Pray Together
The Annual Conference Theme, Pray Together, is an extension of Bishop
Wallace-Padgett's Read Together Initiative. Since the first of January, we
have been reading and reflecting on scripture as we read through the Bible
together. During annual conference we will be immersing our time together
in prayer as we are led by Reverend Tom Albin and Bishop James E.
Swanson.
Reverend Tom Albin, former dean of Upper Room Ministries and
Ecumenical Relations, is currently the owner and CEO at Albin Consulting,
LLC. He is also Executive Director for United Christian Ashram (UCA) which
provides spiritual formation experiences for people of all ages and races in
an ecumenical context throughout the USA and Canada. He co-authored
with E. Stanley Jones, How to Pray, and was co-leader for the Prayer
Ministry of the 2012 and 2016 General Conferences.
His greatest joy is to lead individuals, teams. small groups, and
organizations to become mature. Vital, world-changing and life-giving
through relationships that reveal the engagement of body, mind, and spirit.
Tom will be leading our morning worship, Bible study, and teaching on
Monday and Tuesday.
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Bishop James Swanson, a beloved friend, colleague, and former
bishop of Holston, will be preaching at Monday's Mission Celebration
and on Tuesday evening. Bishop Swanson is currently serving as
episcopal leader of the Mississippi Annual Conference. Under his
leadership in the Holston Conference, the Sudan Mission was
initiated, which is the recipient of our 2022 Mission Offering. The
number of United Methodist congregations in Sudan grew from three
to thirty between 2006-2012. A residential home for Sudan's district
superintendent was built and used as a training site for clergy and
laity of South Sudan.
His contagious spirit of hospitality, a determination to excel at being "the
you" God created each person to be and his spirited preaching will. bring
life, laughter, and light to our souls as we worship and pray together.As we
pray together during annual conference and throughout this next year, we
will be providing resources for you to use personally and within your
congregation. Feel free to download this free PDF resource,
Prayer Practices for Disciples: Creating a Life with God at
Prayer Practices for Disciples: Creating a Life with God – Disciples Ministries
Store - Discipleship Ministries
Leadership Resources. Print Resources for Worship, Youth Ministry, Church
Planting and More!
store.umcdiscipleship.org
Join us as we gather below the cross on the hill at Lake Junaluska and in
the presence of Jesus Christ's redeeming grace to collectively lift our
praises and concerns to God as we pray together.
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Childcare at Annual Conference
ChildCare at Annual Conference
We have had a struggle this year to procure childcare during the session of
annual conference. However, after much research and many ideas we have
managed to provide childcare. It was made available during the preconference sign up and was limited to a fixed number of children. If you did
not sign up for this service and pay ahead of time, then there will be no
conference provided child care option open to you.

Don't Forget Your Book of Reports
Bring Your Copy of the Book of Reports to Each Session
One of the primary items that you will need will be The Book of Reports.
This was made available to order or was provided in a digital format for you
to download and either print on your own or to use in a digital version.
Whether you have a digital or a hard copy, it is vital that you bring this
document with you to the annual conference sessions. This becomes the
road map that will guide you through the various presentations. Without a
copy of The Book of Reports, it will be virtually impossible to follow the
course of proceedings. So make sure that you have your copy with you at
all of the sessions.
Lengthy Sections of the Book of Reports
All the items within The Book of Reports are important. However, some of
the lengthier portions will require you to have your Book of Reports handy
at the sessions.
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The Standing Rules section has been completely reformatted. In addition,
we consulted with the General Conference Parliamentarian and have added
some new sections for clarity of process and to make a future (which I hope
never happens again!) virtual annual conference more streamlined. In the
section that follows, there is a lengthy explanation of the changes and new
categories that were added. The Committee believes that this new format
and new sections will assist us in better organizing our annual conference.
The section for the Conference Budget is also a significant part of The Book
of Reports. Having reviewed this section prior to arrival and having it with
you will make the task of approving the budget simpler.
This year two hours has been set aside for Petitions and Resolutions. If you
look at The Book of Reports, you will note that they are numbered and listed
in the order that they were received. We will be discussing them in the order
that they are found in The Book of Reports. If you do not have a copy
handy, you will not be able to follow the discussion on these items.
The next major section is the Nominations Committee Report. You should
note that this report is the result of a meeting of the Conference
Nominations Committee. Nominations are allowed from the floor. However,
since Conference Leadership Groups are limited in size due to our Standing
Rules, if you seek to nominate someone from the floor, then your motion
must include the name of the person that you would remove from the list so
that your nominee might be considered in place of the person proffered by
the Conference Nominations Committee.
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Standing Rule Modifications
Explanation of the Standing Rules and Changes
As you look at the Book of Reports and examine the Standing Rules you will
note that the entire section looks vastly different than in previous years. In the
paragraphs that follow, I will attempt to help you better understand what has
changed.
To begin with, let me address the question: Why such a drastic new format? In
our previous version of the Standing Rules, we had some section headers and
the rules were simply numbered sequentially from 1 to 38. If we sought to add
a new rule, it involved renumbering all the rules that followed the insertion.
Furthermore, over the years, some rules had just, it appears, been added to
the end of the list, when in reality the rule should have been placed in one of
the sections. This new format is section driven with all the rules put into
appropriate section headings. In the future, a new rule can be inserted into
the appropriate section without a mass renumbering of the entire set of
Standing Rules.
With the new formatting schema we also thought it appropriate to standardize
some of the things that we had verbally assented to throughout the years.
Such as the proper way to make a motion and the manner in which a report
could be debated and amended. With the advent of the virtual world, we also
felt the need to include sections that would address the manner in which we
would conduct a virtual conference, should that need ever arise in the future.
So, with the new structure, that maintained our previous rules in new sections
and numbers, we have also added new sections to better help us understand
the proper flow of the annual conference session, both in person and virtually.
In the paragraphs that follow, I want to introduce you to the new section
headings and better help you to understand why they have been created.
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Section 1: Nominations and Elections
This section is from the former Standing Rules and simply lays out the
process for nominations and the election of persons to the various groups
of the annual conference. A new term is introduced in this section:
Conference Leadership Groups which is a collective short hand reference
for any of the following: advocacy groups, agencies, boards, commissions,
committees, councils, ministry areas, task forces and teams.
Section 2: Members of the Annual Conference
This section is from the former Standing Rules and lays out/defines the
membership of the annual conference and prescribes the equalization
formula.
Section 3: Program and Reports
This section contains items from the former Standing Rules and describes
the process whereby reports are submitted for inclusion in the Book of
Reports and the process for the year end reports that must be filed by all
churches. It also prescribes the membership of the Program Committee for
the structuring each year of the annual conference sessions.
Section 4: Miscellaneous General Procedures
This section contains items from the former Standing Rules. This is the
section into which some disparate items were placed so that we would have
a more logical placing of some of the former Standing Rules. In addition to
instructions to districts, it also includes descriptions of the functions of: The
Conference Board of Trustees, Standing Rules of the Annual Conference,
Committee on Petitions and Resolutions. This section also includes a new
sub-section wherein we sought to provide clarity to the terms petition,
resolution, and new business. This comes to us from the Task Force on
Petitions, Resolutions, and New Business created by Bishop Taylor prior to
her leaving the episcopal office. In addition, the Task Force made
recommendations for procedures regarding new business that are
incorporated into this section.
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One thing to note. There are instructions for New Business that are similar
to the previous years that apply to the 2022 annual conference and there
are a new set of guidelines that will apply to the 2023 annual conference.
These two formats were necessary since our previous standing rules
(2021) were based on the understanding of a virtual/in person event that
we do not anticipate for 2022 and beyond.
To conclude this section we have what used to be known as Standing Rule
37(38) also known as the omnibus (motion) business rule that allows the
extended cabinet to make decisions, when time is of the essence, on
behalf of the annual conference between sessions of the annual
conference. Use of this rule was brought to the forefront of our attention in
2020 when we had to invoke it to hold our first virtual annual conference
session and then let the extended cabinet vote to approve items
afterwards, since they could not be decided in the virtual setting at that
time.
Section 5: Procedures for Virtual Sessions
This is a new section and within in it we find the standing rule giving the
Bishop and extended cabinet the authority to call for the annual conference
session to be held in a virtual manner. If such a call is made, then there are
certain other items that must be considered.
For instance, this section spells out the Member Responsibility for
Technology by stating what is expected from members of the annual
conference in regards to the technology they will need to participate in a
virtual annual conference.
Also specified within this section are rules for the use of a webinar
platform. Such as the proper way to use a screen name in a webinar
setting.
Section 6: Conference Finances
This section is from the former standing rules and outlines and provides
instructions in the manner in which conference funds shall be budgeted
and disbursed.
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Section 7: Journal of the Annual Conference
This section specifies items related to the publication of the Journal of the
Annual Conference as well as other annual conference publications.
Section 8: Motions
This is a new section that specifies the manner in which a
motion/amendment will be made at annual conference. If adopted this year,
then motions/amendments will be submitted on a triplicate form that will be
available from the Head Usher/Teller booth at Stuart Auditorium. By using
the triplicate form, the presenter will retain a copy, the Secretary will
receive a copy, and the Presiding Office will receive a copy.
Section 9: Election Procedures for Delegates to General and
Jurisdictional Conferences
This section is from the former Standing Rules and outlines the procedures
for electing lay and clergy delegates to the General and Jurisdictional
Conferences.
Section 10: Annual Conference Rules of Order and Procedure
This is a totally new section and codifies the principles upon which we have
based the function of the Annual Conference for many years.
It begins by outlining the orders of precedence of the guiding documents
for our annual conference sessions. Foremost, we are governed, as an
incorporated entity in the State of Tennessee, by the laws of the state.
Secondly, by the current Book of Discipline; Thirdly, by our Standing Rules;
Fourth, by the Rules of Order of the most recent General Conference;
Finally, by the most recent edition of Robert’s Rules of Order Newly revised.
Also introduced is a sub-section on Annual Conference Rules of Order that
spells out the manner in which debate will be conducted. I urge you to
carefully read that section. If adopted, this will be the manner in which our
debate will be conducted.
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Section 11: The Annual Conference - Virtual Session Rules
This is a new section and is sort of a follow up to Section 5 which told us
how we could call a virtual conference. This section then tells us how we
will conduct our debate in the virtual realm. My prayer is that we never have
to use this section of rules, because I pray that we never have to conduct
ourselves again in a virtual manner. However, if we do, then these would be
the rules that we would use.
I hope that you can see, that even though the format is drastically changed,
we have included all the previous standing rules and added rules that
represent the manner we have traditionally conducted our sessions and
well as guidelines for virtual sessions, if we ever have to go that route
again.
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Safe Gatherings Certification
Safe Gatherings Certification to be Required of

All Pastors Beginning in 2023
For the last few years, all incoming candidates for ministry have been
required to be Safe Gatherings Certified. Safe Gatherings is a
comprehensive system that incorporates an on-line application, on-line
abuse prevention training, several levels of background checks, and
paperless reference checks for people who volunteer or are employed with
churches, schools, and organizations that serve or work with children,
youth, and vulnerable adults. In addition, the Book of Discipline calls for a
credit check and we also add a DMV check as part of the process.
After a recommendation of the Office of Clergy Services the Board of
Ordained Ministry and the Cabinet agreed to make Safe Gatherings
Certification a requirement for the protection of our churches. Beginning in
2023, all ministers in all categories from local pastor to Elder from Deacon
to Extension Minister—everyone must become certified and present a copy
of their certificate to their District Superintendent during the consultation
process that year.
We bring this to the attention of the annual conference so that churches
and pastors can plan for the cost of this Certification which is approximately
$75. Please note that the certification is good for three years and at the end
of that time the pastor will be alerted that it is time for re-certification.
Pastors will receive .2 CEU’s and could use CEU funds to cover this cost.
However, it might be best to include this as a church budget item similar to
the cost of insurance. How to best work this out should be determined by
conversation between the pastor and the church.
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It is unfortunate that the name of the process Safe Gatherings is similar in
name with the process known as Safe Sanctuaries. These two processes
are not the same. Safe Sanctuaries is the creation of a process for a local
church to create procedures for how to best protect children, youth and
vulnerable adults within the ministries of the church. Most all Safe
Sanctuary policies have a requirement for a background check of the pastor
and staff. Safe Gatherings is one of the background check tools that could
be used to satisfy such a Safe Sanctuary requirement.
Please note that for pastors only Safe Gatherings Certification will be
accepted as a proper background check moving forward. By utilizing the
same process for all pastors, we will be able to more effectively determine
who has and has not completed this required certification.
I am pleased to report that two of Holston’s churches have reached the
highest level of commitment in the Safe Gatherings program. At least 4% of
the churches average weekly worship attendance is currently Safe
Gatherings approved. Each year, to involve more and more persons in the
Safe Gatherings process, that percentage will increase. Those churches
that have achieved this goal are: First Broad Street UMC - Kingsport, TN
and Ooltewah UMC - Ootewah, TN. Congratulations and thank you for your
commitment to children, youth and vulnerable adults.
As of May 13, 2022 we have a total of 475 laity and clergy that have already
been Safe Gatherings Certified within Holston. By annual conference next
year, I anticipate that number being more than 1,000 persons.
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Miscellaneous Things to Know
About
Omnibus Motion Explained
In years past, we always concluded the annual conference with the
adoption of what was called an omnibus motion that basically gave the
extended cabinet the authority to act on behalf of the annual conference
between sessions of the annual conference. At some point during the last
decade, this omnibus motion became a part of our Standing Rules and no
one noticed that it was still an agenda item each year. This year, someone
noticed. That is why you will not find an agenda item labeled Omnibus
Motion on this or subsequent agendas. You will also note, that within our
Standing Rules, that we have clearly indicated the Standing Rule that is the
Omnibus motion.
Triplicate Copy Motion Forms
In an effort to facilitate a more efficient handling of an amendment to a
motion made from the floor of the annual conference, we have created a
triplicate form that will allow the original copy to be given to the presiding
officer, the second copy to be given to the Secretary of the annual
conference, and the third part to be retained by the maker of the
amendment.
If you need to make an amendment, then you should get one of these
forms from the Head/Usher Teller desk and record your amendment
wording on the form. If a second is given to your motion, then give the first
two pages to the nearest usher who will bring them forward to the
presiding officer and the secretary. This will allow the presiding officer to
have a copy of your amendment so that it can properly be read at the
appropriate time during the debate.
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Book of Reports
Errata and Addendum
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